
TERENCE PETHYBRIDGE
PROPERTY MANAGER

Web: tppm.co
Tel: 0409 707 224

Email: admin@tppm.co

A ‘Great’ Deal More for
Brisbane Property Investors

“Greater Protection for FREE”
*FREE Landord Protection

Insurance for 1st 12 Months
*1/2 Price Cover for Life

*FREE Fire Alarm Batteries
Every 12 Months

*For Every Property under
My Management Care.

“Great Service
That costs no more”

Weekly drive by ckecks making sure your 
property is being well care for.

A short ‘All is Well’ report with each months 
written statement – via Email.

Every 3 months my Entry Condition Report is 
updated in writing.

Sent via Email – With Photo’s. 
“Vacant tenancies are advertised” 

on more than 10 websites.
For a full overview of my experience and 
services I offer, please visit my website

tppm.co
I manage between 120 to 150 properties

My office is centrally located 
close to all transport. 

I charge only industry standard fee’s or less
I am available 7 days

I Personally:
– Meet every applicant
– Show them through
Your Property
– Process their tenancy
Applications
– Check Tenancy, Work
And Personal History

Upon Approval:
– Sign up their Lease
– Process Bond Payment
– Hand Over Keys
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Q Which areas do you 
Think Will boom or 
Take off in 2014?

PeTer koulizos  
I think Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane will be 
the top-performing capital cities next year based 
on where they are in the cycle. 

I like the inner-city suburbs and the coastal 
suburbs. You will find regional suburbs that will 
do better than inner-city suburbs and coastal 
suburbs, and you’ll also find the opposite. 

I particularly like the Redcliffe Peninsula in 
Brisbane, like Margate and Woody Point. I know 
what Brisbane people think of Redcliffe – ‘Dead 
Cliff ’ they call it – but it’s in a gentrification 
process. It’s the process that West End went 
through in Brisbane or, if we’re looking at 
seaside suburbs, it’s the process that St Kilda 
and Brighton went through in Melbourne. So 
that’s what I see happening there.

Two leading indicators are expenditure of 
government money and private money. Private 
money comes in the form of apartments – 
which nobody should buy as an investment – or 
when developers are splitting blocks into two, 
three or four. That’s a sign that private money 
is going in. Public money comes in the form of, 
for example, another bridge going over to the 
Redcliffe Peninsula, which just makes the trip 
into town a lot quicker. 

In Melbourne, I like places like Flemington, 
Footscray, West Footscray, Yarraville 
and Seddon. 

When it comes to Sydney though, I don’t 
know how people can afford to buy property in 
Sydney. It is just so expensive.

noel WhiTTaker  
The median price has just passed $700,000.

PeTer koulizos  
I know! It’s just phenomenal. In Sydney, I like 
the inner west: Erskineville, Enmore, Newtown, 
they’d probably be my picks. Realistically, 
investors are going to have to buy units there. 
Median house prices in those suburbs are 
around $800,000. I know it’s only $100,000 
above Sydney’s median, but $800,000 is a lot of 
money to spend. 

margareT lomas  
I’m going to just throw a whole pile of cats 
amongst the kittens. 

It isn’t true that I favour regional or outer 
suburbs at all. I like to help investors buy what is 
going to be good within their investing lifetime. 
Sometimes that is inner city, sometimes it’s 
coastal. Over the past 15 years, it hasn’t been 
inner city or coastal. That doesn’t mean that I 
believe it’s going to remain like that forever. 

I think it’s very dangerous to give people 
hotspots. It’s better to teach them how to find an 
area that will be a hotspot. 

Choosing a hotspot is often based on 
information that anyone can access, which 
means everyone is buying there, which means 
that prices are inflated, which means there is a 
‘buyer frenzy’. That’s exactly what’s happening 
in the market. 

Sydney is a perfect example of that. I was 
telling people to buy in Penrith and Blacktown 
around seven years ago because they were 
pre-hotspot. Anyone who bought in that time 
period is now enjoying fabulous growth. But all 
the people who have suddenly decided to take 
my advice and buy in Blacktown and Penrith 
are paying far more than they need to now. In 
two years’ time, they won’t have had any growth 
at all. If anything, a lot of them are paying a 
premium they won’t be seeing back for a good 
five years. 

Q so Where is The 
nexT blackToWn or 
PenriTh?

margareT lomas  
The most difficult part of doing this is that you 
can look at the indicators but because you’re 
looking so far ahead, the indicators don’t always 
come to fruition. 

Mildura is probably one of my most 
spectacular failures. I don’t think that’s actually 
ever going to perform the way we thought it 
would. That was based on a lot of indicators we 
saw there that never came to fruition. 

If you’re buying consistently, you’re going 
to have 15 to 20 per cent of your portfolio that 
doesn’t actually perform the way you want it 
to perform. 

So at the moment, there are a couple of 
places in Perth I think are going to perform 
contrary to what the market is saying. Kwinana is 
an example. I did a town spotlight there and no 
one likes it because of the oil refinery. However, 
the fundamentals don’t usually lie. 

Those fundamentals are a severe housing 


